Edmonton Orthodontist Offers Specially Priced
Bridal Braces
April 21, 2013
Edmonton, ON (RPRN) 04/21/13 —
EDMONTON & SHERWOOD PARK,
ALBERTA - It's official - spring is here! And
along with spring comes the emergence of
wedding season. Pure Orthodontics realizes
the immense financial strain couples face
when organizing a wedding, and wish to
help. Edmonton orthodontist Dr. Amer
Hussain is offering a specially priced
treatment package for soon-to-be brides and grooms in need of a smile upgrade before their wedding
day. Along with Invisalign, patients will receive a professional-grade, take-home whitening kit to
guarantee a dazzling smile that will last long after the cake is cut.
Nationally applauded for his modern treatment practices and expertise, Hussain encourages his
engaged clients to consider a few smile improvements before the big day. Typically, weddings are the
most photographed occasion of one's life. Patients should ready their grins to communicate wedded
bliss, not dental neglect.
Pure Orthodontics' bridal package includes Invisalign, a series of invisible aligners that are proven to
jump-start the straightening process with little discomfort. The clear aligners are the perfect solution
for adults aiming to avoid visible braces. Invisalign works by comfortably shifting teeth into their ideal
position with custom aligners that are replaced every two weeks.
"I want to ensure that my clients won't look at their wedding album and be embarrassed of their
smiles," says Hussain. "My associates and I are eager to provide engaged couples with a weddingworthy grin!"
Orthodontic situations vary, and some patients may require extended treatment time. Hussain
recommends that brides and grooms schedule a consultation about a year before their wedding day.
Invisalign treatment times range from 4-6 months.
Pure Orthodontics is a trusted provider of invisible and lingual braces in central Alberta. Couples
interested in learning more about their bridal package and Invisalign costs can call the Pure
Orthodontics staff today.
Learn More
To discover more about pediatric, teen and adult orthodontics in Fort Saskatchewan or Edmonton by
Dr. Hussain, visit www.pureorthodontics.ca or call us at (780) 800-0402.
About Dr. Hussain
Second generation Canadian and family man Dr. Amer Hussain is an active member of the Canadian
Association of Orthodontics, Canadian Dental Association and American Association of Orthodontics,
among others. He received his Doctor of Dental Surgery degree from the University of Alberta and
completed his orthodontic residency at Jacksonville University. A recipient of numerous dental and
research awards, he also holds a Fellowship in the Specialty of Orthodontics at the Royal College of
Dentists of Canada.
© 2013 Sinai Marketing and Dr. Amer Hussain. Authorization to post is granted, with the stipulation
that Sinai Marketing and Dr. Amer Hussain are credited as sole source. Linking to other sites from
this article is strictly prohibited, with the exception of herein imbedded links.
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About the author:
With the aid of Pure Orthodontics, your smile can shift to beautiful alignment behind invisible braces.
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